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1. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal sulfides (TSMS) are of great significance in
both industrial and biochemical catalysis.1 The commercial use of
TSMS catalysis is confined at present to heterogeneous systems,
such as hydrogenation of unsaturated molecules, including aro-
matics, which is a mainstay of the petroleum and petrochemical
industries.2�5 The hydrogenation of ethylene by transition metal
catalysts is one of the most widely studied reactions in hetero-
geneous catalysis6�9 and numerous efforts have been devoted to
these reactions for many years.10�16 The ethylene reaction is a
prototypical reaction for understanding the general mechanism
of olefin and aromatic hydrogenation; it is particularly amenable
to fundamental study.

Most studies of the mechanism of ethylene hydrogenation are
focused on condensed phase systems10�13 and transition metal
surfaces.17�26 The general mechanism for ethylene hydrogena-
tion proposed by Horiuti and Polanyi in 1934 has been widely
accepted.27 According to their model, ethylene chemisorbs on
the clean metal surface in either a di-σ or a π-bound configura-
tion. Molecular hydrogen dissociatively coadsorbs over the metal
to produce atomic hydrogen on the surface. Atomic hydrogen
inserts into a metal�carbon bond to form an ethyl intermediate.
The ethyl intermediate is hydrogenated by a second surface
hydrogen atom to form ethane that subsequently desorbs into
the gas phase. Many studies show that different surface species
form and play different roles during the ethylene hydrogenation
process on transition metal surfaces. For example, observation of
ethylene hydrogenation on Pt(111),13 monitored in situ using
sum frequency generation indicates that π-bonded ethylene is

the primary intermediate in this system. Investigation of the re-
action pathway for ethylene hydrogenation on Pd(111)28 de-
monstrates that the addition of the first hydrogen atom to ad-
sorbed ethylene to form an ethyl species is the rate-limiting step.
Although a great deal is known about the basic elementary steps
for ethylene hydrogenation from previous experimental and theo-
retical efforts, the mechanism of reaction on different catalysts at
the molecular level still needs more investigation. Most assumed
mechanisms focus on pure transition metal surfaces: no reaction
mechanisms are proposed for hydrogenation of ethylene on trans-
ition metal sulfide surfaces or clusters, even though high catalytic
reactivity is observed for many condensed phase TSMS catalyst.

Clusters in the gas phase can be good model systems for the
simulation of real surface reactions and for the discovery of surface
reaction mechanisms: clusters are readily accessible by theoretical
techniques because they are isolated and their properties are
localized. Gas phase studies of metal clusters and their reaction
behavior can help to understand the mechanism of elementary
reactions in catalytic processes under isolated, controlled, and re-
producible conditions.29�35 Vanadium group (5B) sulfides have
been paid immense attention in the past few years. Condensed
phase vanadium sulfides, particularly V2S3, are a good catalyst for
hydrogenation reactions of various cyclic molecules.36,37 Under-
standing metal sulfide catalytic chemistry at a molecular level
starts with investigating the intrinsic properties of isolated metal
sulfide clusters. Previous experimental work on gas phase
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ABSTRACT: The reactions of C2H4 with H2 on neutral
vanadium sulfide clusters in a fast flow reactor are investigated
by time-of-flightmass spectrometry employing 118 nm (10.5 eV)
single photon ionization. The experimental products of these
reactions are VmSnC2Hx (m = 1, n = 1�3; m = 2, n = 1�5, and
x = 4�6). Observation of these products indicates that these
VmSn clusters have high catalytic activity for hydrogenation
reactions of C2H4. Density functional theory calculations at the
BPW91/TZVP level are carried out to explore the geometric
and electronic structures of the VmSn clusters and to determine
reaction intermediates and transition states, as well as reaction mechanisms. All reactions are estimated as overall barrierless or with
only a small barrier (0.1 eV), and are thermodynamically favorable processes at room temperature. The ethylene molecule is
predicted to connect with active V atoms through itsπ-orbital or form a σ-bond with active V atoms of catalytic VmSn clusters. The S
atoms bonding with active V atoms play an important role in the dissociation of the H2molecule; H atoms transfer to the C2H4 (one
after another) following breaking of the H�H bond. A catalytic cycle for C2H4 hydrogenation reactions on a vanadium sulfide
catalyst surface is suggested based on our experimental and theoretical investigations.
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vanadium sulfide cation clusters (VSn
+, n = 1�10) has employed

various mass spectrometric methods and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.38�42 The reactions of VS+ with Xe,
CO, COS, CO2, and D2 are studied using guided-ion beam mass
spectrometry. Three product channels, formation of VS2

+, V+,
and VO+, were observed in the energy-dependent cross sections
for the reaction of VS+ with COS.41 Cationic43 and anionic43,44

clusters with up to 14 vanadium atoms have been produced
by laser ablation of vanadium/sulfur powder mixtures or V2S3
samples: V2S2

+, V3S4
+, and V4S4

+ are found to have relatively
high stability. For neutral sulfide species, an earlier argon matrix
study reacting transition metal atoms and OCS reported vibra-
tions of VS and VS2.

45 Spectroscopy of VS in the gas phase
and VS2 in an argon matrix can be found in refs 46 and 47,
respectively.

In our previous work,48 the distribution of neutral VmSn
detected by single photon ionization (SPI) through 118 nm
(10.5 eV) vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser radiation was reported.
Vanadium sulfide clusters and hydrogen containing clusters
(VmSnHx, x > 0) are observed. With multiphoton ionization
(MPI) through nanosecondUV (193 nm) radiation, VmSn clusters
(n > m + 1) and hydrogen containing clusters cannot be ob-
served, indicating severe fragmentation generated by MPI, and
the importance of SPI in determining the neutral vanadium
sulfide cluster distribution.

In the present work, hydrogenation reactions of ethylene on
neutral vanadium sulfide clusters are studied by 118 nm SPI
coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS). De-
tailed reaction mechanisms are suggested based on the experi-
mental observations and DFT calculations. Based on the com-
bined experimental and theoretical results, we present a pro-
posed mechanism for ethylene hydrogenation facilitated by a
vanadium sulfide catalyst surface.

2. METHODS

A. Experimental Procedures. The experimental setup for
laser ablation coupled with a fast flow reactor employed in this
work has been described previously in detail.48�51 Only a brief
outline of the apparatus is given below. VmSn clusters are gen-
erated by laser ablation of a mixed vanadium/sulfur target in the
presence of a pure helium carrier gas (99.99%, General Air). The
target is made by pressing a mixture of vanadium (99.5%, Sigma
Aldrich) and sulfur (99.98%, Sigma Aldrich) powders. A 10 Hz,
focused, 532 nm Nd3+:YAG laser (Nd3+: yttrium aluminum
garnet) with 6 mJ/pulse energy is used for the laser ablation. The
expansion gas is pulsed into the vacuum by a supersonic nozzle
(R. M. Jordan, Co.) with a backing pressure of typically 75 psi.
Generated vanadium sulfide clusters react with reactants in a fast
flow reactor (i.d. 6.3� 76 mm), which is directly coupled to the
cluster generation channel (i.d. 1.8 � 19 mm). The reactant
gases, ethylene (99.5% Sigma Aldrich) seeded in a pure helium or
hydrogen gas, with a 20 psi backing pressure, are injected into the
reactor by a pulsed General Valve (Parker, Serial 9). Timing
between the Jordan valve and the General Valve opening is
optimized for the best product yields. The pressure in the fast
flow reactor can be estimated as 14 Torr for the reaction, and the
collision rate between vanadium sulfide clusters and helium is
estimated at about 108 s�1.50 Reactants and products are ther-
malized to 300�400 K by collision after the reaction.52 An
electric field is placed downstream of the reactor in order to
remove any residual ions from the molecular beam. The beam of

neutral reactants and products is skimmed into a differentially
pumped chamber and ionized by a separated VUV laser beam
(118 nm, 10.5 eV/photon). The 118 nm laser light is generated
by focusing the third harmonic (355 nm, ∼30 mJ) of a Nd3+:
YAG laser in a tripling cell that contains about a 250 Torr argon/
xenon (10/1) gas mixture. An MgF2 prism (Crystaltechno LTD,
Russia, 6� apex angle) is placed into the laser beam to enhance
separation of the generated 118 nm laser beam from the 355 nm
input laser beam. After the near threshold ionization, photoions
are detected by a TOFMS.
B. Calculational Procedures. Calculations of the structural

parameters for neutral VmSn clusters and the hydrogenation
reactions of ethylene on these clusters are performed employing
density functional theory (DFT). All the calculations are carried
out with Becke’s exchange53 and Perdew�Wang’s54 correlation
(BPW91) functional coupled with a triple-ζ valence plus polar-
ization (TZVP) basis set within the Gaussian 09 program.55 The
BPW91/TZVP method is capable of calculating a reasonably
good structure for VmSn (m 6¼ 0), as we discussed before.48 The
enthalpies of formation for ethylene are also very well calculated
at this level of theory. Binding energies between neutral VmSn and
C2H4 are calculated at different typical association geometries to
obtain the lowest energy structures of the VmSnC2H4 clusters.
The calculations for the potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the
hydrogenation reactions of ethylene on VmSn involve geometry
optimizations of the reactants, intermediates, transition states,
and products. Vibrational frequency calculations are further
performed to confirm the global minima ground states and
transition states, which have zero and one imaginary frequency,
respectively. Additionally, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculations are carried out to determine that an estimated
transition state connects two appropriate local minima along
the reaction pathway. Binding energies are calculated for a few
species employing the Basic Set Superposition Error (BSSE)
correction:56,57 these corrections are found to be insignificant at
the present level of theory.

3. RESULTS

A. Experimental Results. Figure 1 presents a typical TOF
mass spectrum of neutral vanadium sulfide VmSn (m = 1�7, n =
1�11) clusters generated by laser ablation of a pressed vana-
dium/sulfur (mole ratio V/S = 4) powder target into a pure He
carrier gas, and ionized by 118 nm laser radiation. This method is
different from that used in our previous investigation,48 in which
VmSn clusters are generated by laser ablation of a vanadiummetal
foil in the presence of a helium carrier gas seeded with various
concentrations of H2S or CS2. In that work, hydrogen and carbon
containing clusters are also generated: H and C containing
clusters are not present in the current TOFMS data for V/S
pressed ablation targets and pure He expansion gas. In Figure 1,
the most intense mass peaks for each vanadium sulfide series are
VS, V2S2, V3S4, V4S4, V5S6, and V6S6. The relatively high VmSn
signal intensities are at n = m for m = 1, 2, 4, 6 and n = m + 1 for
m = 3, 5. Under the presented conditions, both sulfur poor (ne
2m + 1) and rich (n > 2m + 1) clusters can be observed. Some
pure sulfur clusters Sm and oxygen containing clusters VmSnOx

are also observed, because sulfur powder is used as the sulfur
source and a trace amount of oxygen impurity may be contained
in the pressed powder target and carrier gas. Various other V/S
ratio targets were also prepared and used in the experiment. The
spectra are similar to the one shown in Figure 1 for V/S mole
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ratios in the range of 2�6. At lowV/S ratios (V/S = 1), sulfur rich
clusters and pure sulfur clusters Sm become a relatively more
intense presence in the mass spectra. At high V/S ratios (V/S = 8),
sulfur poor clusters become relatively intense and pure vanadium
clusters, such as V2, are observed.
Mass spectra generated from the reaction of neutral vanadium

sulfide clusters with 5% C2H4 seeded in hydrogen gas in a fast

Figure 1. Neutral vanadium sulfide cluster VmSn (m = 1�7, n = 1�11)
distribution detected by 118 nm single photon ionization and time-of-
flight mass spectrometry. The series of pure sulfur clusters Sm (m = 3�8)
are marked by a down triangle symbol, and the peaks marked with a star
symbol are due to oxygen impurities. See text for details.

Figure 2. Neutral vanadium sulfide cluster VmSn (m = 1, 2; n = 1�5)
distributions after reaction and collision with (a) pure helium; (b) 5%
C2H4/H2; (c) 5% C2H4/He in a fast flow reactor.

Table 1. Qualitative Comparison of Neutral Vanadium
Sulfide Cluster Distributions VmSn (m = 1, 2) and
Observed Products Following Reaction with Pure He,
5% C2H4/He and 5% C2H4/ H2 in the Reaction Cell

Products with different reaction gas

Pure He 5% C2H4/He 5% C2H4/H2

VS VS VS

VSC2H4 VSC2H4

VSC2H5

VSC2H6

VS2 VS2 VS2

VS2H

VS2H2

VS2C2H4 VS2C2H4

VS2C2H5 (w)
a

VS2C2H6

VS2(C2H4)2 VS2(C2H4)2
VS3 VS3 VS3

VS3C2H4 VS3C2H4

VS3C2H5

VS3C2H6

VS4 VS4 VS4
VS4H

VS4H2

VS5 VS5 VS5
VS5H

VS5H2

VS6 VS6 VS6
VS6H

VS7 VS7 VS7
V2S V2S V2S

V2SH

V2SH2 (w)
a

V2SC2H4 V2SC2H4

V2SC2H5

V2SC2H6

V2S(C2H4)2 V2S(C2H4)2
V2S2 V2S2 V2S2

V2S2C2H4 V2S2C2H4

V2S2C2H5

V2S2C2H6

V2S3 V2S3 V2S3
V2S3H

V2S3C2H4 V2S3C2H4

V2S3C2H5

V2S3C2H6

V2S4 V2S4 V2S4
V2S4H

V2S4C2H4 V2S4C2H4
b

V2S4C2H5

V2S4C2H6

V2S5 V2S5 V2S5
V2S5H

V2S5C2H4 V2S5C2H4

V2S5C2H5
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flow reactor are presented in Figure 2b. By way of comparison,
Figure 2a shows the TOFMS for VmSn clusters reacting with only
He in the reaction cell, and Figure 2c shows TOFMS for VmSn
clusters reacting with 5% C2H4/He in the reaction cell. The
products for reactions of VmSn with C2H4 seeded in hydrogen
and in helium gas are also compared qualitatively, as listed in
Table 1. If pure He gas is added to the reactor cell, all cluster
signals decrease in roughly the same proportion due to scattering
by the inert gas in the reactor (Figure 2a). Figure 2c displays the
mass spectrum of reactants and products for the reaction of VmSn
clusters with C2H4. Many association products are observed
when 5% C2H4/He is added to the fast flow reactor. Products
VS1�3C2H4 and V2S1�5C2H4 are readily detected; they are
generated from the association reactions,

VmSn þ C2H4 f VmSnC2H4 ð1Þ
and are stabilized (cooled) by third body (usually He) collisions
(Table 1).
The reactions of VmSn clusters with C2H4 andH2 generate two

new cluster series: the adduct of both C2H4 and Hx to form the
products VS1�3C2Hx, V2S1�5C2Hx (x = 5, 6); and the adduct of
only Hx to form the products VS2H1,2, VS4,5H1,2, V2SH1,2, and so
on (Figure 2 and Table 1). The general reactions are

VmSn þ C2H4 þ H2 f VmSnC2H6 ð2Þ

VmSn þ H2 f VmSnH2 ð3aÞ

2VmSn þ H2 f 2VmSnH ð3bÞ
Based on this behavior, these experimental results suggest that
certain VmSn clusters are active with the C2H4/H2 gas mixture
and could be a catalyst for the ethylene hydrogenation reaction.
For the products VmSnC2H5 and VmSnH, the additional hydro-
gen atoms to generate the ethyl radical might come from the
dissociation of H2 molecules in multiple cluster molecule colli-
sion reactions. To explore and elucidate this interpretation, the
reaction energies, mechanisms, and potential energy surfaces
for the VmSn + C2H4 + H2 reaction system are calculated.
Theoretical results can supply more information, as discussed in
the next section.
B. Theoretical Results. To study the mechanism of ethylene

hydrogenation with VmSn cluster species theoretically, DFT cal-
culations are performed for the reactions C2H4 + H2fC2H6 on
VS1�3 and V2S2 clusters. Experimentally, the more product
intensity for reactions VmSn + C2H4 compared to reactions VmSn
+ H2 (Figure 2b) suggests that the interaction of VmSn with
ethylene is much stronger than the interaction of VmSn with H2.
Pure H2 gas in the fast flow reactor is also investigated as
reference: hydrogen association products are not intense and
not as stable as ethylene association products, as shown in

Figure 2c. This experimental result also suggests that VmSn
clusters are more active with C2H4 than with H2. DFT calcula-
tions yield that the association energy for C2H4 and VmSn is much
larger than the association energy for H2 and VmSn. For example,
the association binding energies are 1.09 and 0.30 eV for
C2H4 and H2 with V2S2, respectively. Therefore, in a com-
petitive environment, C2H4 will be preferentially adsorbed on
vanadium sulfide clusters as the first step, rather than H2, in the
hydrogenation process.
The PESs and the optimized geometries of reaction inter-

mediates and transition states calculated by DFT for the reac-
tions VS1�3 + C2H4 + H2 f VS1�3 + C2H6 and V2S2 + C2H4 +
H2 f V2S2 + C2H6 are presented in Figures 3�5 as typical
examples. The quartet ground state for VS and the doublet
ground state for VS2 have the lowest energy, and the most stable
adsorption structures are for both C2H4 and H2 bonded to the
vanadium atom in VS and VS2 clusters. The hydrogen bond of
the adsorbed hydrogen molecule can be broken on the V atom:
one hydrogen atom remains bonded to the vanadium atom, while
the other hydrogen atom transfers to the sulfur atom forming an -
SH group (throughTS1 andTS5 in Figure 3, respectively). Then
hydrogen transfer reactions occur from the �VH group and the
�SH group one by one for the overall hydrogenation reaction of
ethylene. The mechanism is barrierless, as presented in Figure 3.
Figure 4 presents the reaction pathway for ethylene hydro-

genation on a VS3 cluster. C2H4 bonds to the V atom of VS3 to
form intermediate I12, and then the hydrogen molecule attacks
the middle position of the two adjacent sulfur atoms to form inter-
mediate I13 via transition state TS8. Through transition states
TS9 and TS10, hydrogen atoms of the �SH groups transfer to
ethylene and yield intermediate I15, for which one of the C
atoms of ethane bonds to the V atom of VS3. For the reaction
mechanism study of ethylene hydrogenation on catalytically
active V2Sm series of vanadium sulfide clusters, DFT calcula-
tions are performed for the reaction on the V2S2 cluster, as
shown in Figure 5. The lowest energy adsorption structure is
found as intermediate I17. The C2H4 and H2 molecules bond
to the V atoms. Through transition state TS11, the H�H
bond ruptures and yields intermediate I18, which contains
�VH and �SH groups. The H atom of �VH group transfers
to C2H4 and forms ethyl bonded to the other V atom. Then
the H atom of �SH group transfers to the ethyl through
transition states TS13 and TS14: intermediate I19 transforms
to intermediate I21, in which ethane is attached to V2S2 by an
association energy of ∼0.3 eV.

4. DISCUSSION

A. Association Reactions of VmSn with C2H4. According to
surface science investigations13,58�60 of ethylene hydrogenation,
the association of ethylene to a catalytic metal surface is an im-
portant step. The metal surface generates several distinct surface
species that can be monitored with a variety of techniques: one
species is a π-bonded ethylene, in which ethylene associates with
a metal site through its π-orbitals; another species is a di-σ-
bonded ethylene, in which ethylene breaks the π bond and forms
two σ bonds to the surface metal atoms; and a third species is
ethylidyne (MtCCH3), in which ethylene dehydrogenates by
transferring one hydrogen atom from one carbon to the other
and losing one hydrogen. In our work, association reactions are
found to be the main reaction for vanadium sulfide clusters with
ethylene. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, VS1�3C2H4 and

Table 1. Continued

Products with different reaction gas

Pure He 5% C2H4/He 5% C2H4/H2

V2S5C2H6

V2S6 V2S6 V2S6
V2S6H

a w in parentheses denotes the signal of intensity is weak. bOverlapped
with 34S8 in mass number.
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V2S1�5C2H4 are the only products identified for reactions of
VmSnwithC2H4 seeded in helium gas (Figure 2c) and are themain
products for C2H4 seeded in hydrogen gas (Figure 2b).
To understand the bond types for association of ethylene to

VmSn clusters, the lowest energy structures of association products
V1,2S1�3C2H4 are determined by DFT calculations and pre-
sented in Figure 6. Two types (π and σ) of typical configurations
are found. In theπ type configuration, two carbon atoms of C2H4

connect with one V atom through π-orbitals of ethylene. The
C�C bond lengths in the π configuration (1.361�1.383 Å)
are close to that of the double bond of the ethylene molecule
(1.333 Å, calculated at the same level of theory): this structure
also indicates that the π bond of ethylene is not broken. In the
σ configuration, the π bond of ethylene ruptures as the C�C
bond length increases to 1.463�1.483 Å (close to the single bond
length of ethane 1.531 Å). One carbon atom of C2H4 bonds to

oneV atom, and the other carbon atomconnects with twoV atoms
of V2S1,2 clusters (see Figure 6). In the calculations, binding
energies listed below each geometry are defined as E(V1,2S1�3) +
E(C2H4)� E(V1,2S1�3C2H4). As shown in Figure 6, the binding
energy of ethylenewith VmSn clusters of type σ (1.37�1.76 eV) is
larger than that of type π (0.67�1.09 eV); but the difference of
binding energy between π and σ types does not generate an
important effect on the continuing hydrogenation reaction of
ethylene, based on the PES calculational results presented in
Figures 3�5. The ethylene in both π and σ configurations can be
hydrogenated in a stepwise fashion through an ethyl intermediate
to ethane following the reaction surface. These results suggest
thatπ and σ type bound species are both available for ethylene to
associate with catalytic VmSn clusters and that the ethylene of
both binding types can be hydrogenated barrierlessly. These
conclusions are in agreement with present observations, and

Figure 3. Reaction pathways for 4VS + C2H4 + H2f
4VS + C2H6 and

2VS2 + C2H4 + H2f
2VS2 + C2H6, calculated at the BPW91/TZVP level. The

reaction intermediates and transition states are denoted as MIn and MTSn, respectively, in which the superscript M indicates the spin multiplicity.
Energies, including ZPE corrections, are given in eV and are relative to the initial energy of the 4VS + C2H4 + H2 and

2VS2 + C2H4 + H2 reactants,
respectively. V atoms are gray, S atoms are yellow, C atoms are black, and H atoms are cyan.
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the results of studies of ethylene hydrogenation on a Pt/Al2O3

catalyst surface.61

B. Hydrogenation Mechanism for VmSn + C2H4 + H2

Reactions. In addition to C2H4 association products observed
for the reaction of VmSn + C2H4 + H2, new products, VmSnC2H5,
VmSnC2H6 (m = 1, n = 1�3;m = 2, n = 1�5), and VmSnHx (m = 1,
n = 2, 4�6; m = 2, n = 1, 3�6; x = 1, 2) can be observed in
Figure 2b and Table 1. Although the position of mass peaks of
VmSnC2H6 are overlapped with those of Vm

34SSn�1C2H4, pro-
ducts VmSnC2H6 are clearly identified by comparison with mass
spectra shown in Figure 2c, which only contain isotopic mass
peaks Vm

34SSn�1C2H4. For example, the intensity ratio of mass

peak 145 amu (corresponding to V34SSC2H4 or VS2C2H6) to
143 amu (corresponding to VS2C2H4) is about 8%, as measured
in Figure 2c, but in Figure 2b, that ratio increases to 40%: the
increase of 32% for this ratio indicates that the association
product VS2C2H6 is generated. Molecular adsorption of C2H4

and H2 on the VmSn cluster allows C2H6 to be formed from
hydrogenation reactions that are thermodynamically and dynam-
ically favorable at room temperature (see Figures 3-5 as examples).
The observed products,VmSnC2H6 (m = 1, n = 1�3; m = 2, n =
1�5) in Figure 2 (b) could also, however, come from the ioniza-
tion of the intermediates, such as ethane association products,
shown in the hydrogenation reaction paths. Nonetheless, the

Figure 4. Reaction pathway for 2VS3 +C2H4 +H2f
2VS3 +C2H6 calculated at the BPW91/TZVP level. Energies, including ZPE corrections, are given

in eV and are relative to the initial energy of the 2VS3 + C2H4 + H2 reactants. See caption to Figure 3 for more explanation.

Figure 5. Reaction pathway for 3V2S2 + C2H4 + H2 f
3V2S2 + C2H6 calculated at the BPW91/TZVP level. Energies, including ZPE corrections, are

given in eV and are relative to the initial energy of the 3V2S2 + C2H4 + H2 reactants. See caption to Figure 3 for more explanation.
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product VmSnC2H6 is the most stable one and will have the
longest lifetime in the reaction. Products VmSnC2H5 and VmSnH
are also observed (see Table 1) when VmSn clusters react with
C2H4 + H2 in the fast flow reactor (at ca. 300�400 K). The
related possible reaction energies are calculated by DFT, such as

3V2S2 þ C2H4 f
3V2S2C2H4 ΔE ¼ � 1:76 eV ð4Þ

3V2S2C2H4 þ H2 f 2V2S2C2H5 þ H 3 ΔE ¼ 2:38 eV

ð5Þ

2VS4 þ H2 f
1VS4H þ H 3 ΔE ¼ 1:51 eV ð6Þ

3V2S2C2H4 þ 2VS4 þ H2f
2V2S2C2H5 þ 1VS4H ΔE ¼�0:42 eV

ð7Þ

22VS4 þ H2 f 21VS4H ΔE ¼ � 1:29 eV ð8Þ
Hydrogen radical generation is unfavorable for the reactions
5 and 6. Moreover, on the basis of our referenced studies of
metal oxide clusters and their reactions with hydrocarbon com-
pounds,48�51 neutral VmSn and corresponding product (VmSnH2

and VmSnC2H6) clusters should not fragment under 118 nm
(10.5 eV) ionization. A single 10.5 eV photon is energetic enough
to ionize these neutral clusters, and at about 0.5 μJ/pulse
(1011�1012 photons/pulse at 118 nm), the probability that
any cluster will absorb more than one photon is vanishingly
small. Observation of series products VmSnC2H5 and VmSnH
(see Figure 2b and Table 1) suggests that the reaction mechan-
ism may involves multiple molecular collisions, such as given
for reactions 7 and 8. These reactions are likely to occur in the
reactor, because products V2S2C2H5 and VS4H are both observed
in Figure 2b. Multiple molecular collision reactions are also
observed in our previous studies: for reactions of neutral iron
oxide clusterswithmethanol,49 products (CH2O)FeOHandFeOH

are both observed due to multiple molecule collision reactions
(e.g., 2FeO + CH3OH); and odd hydrogen atoms on the other
cluster system,MmCnHx (M=Al, Be,Mg),62,63 are also observed.
Similarly, observation of other products VmSnC2H5 and VmSnH
(Table 1) can also be understood in the same manner as above
for V2S2C2H5 and VS4H. Ethyl species are also observed as a
stable intermediate in the study of ethylene hydrogenation on Pt
surfaces during the hydrogenation process.13

As the calculation results for the reaction pathways of ethylene
hydrogenation onVS1�3 andV2S2 clusters (shown in Figures 3�5)
indicate, C2H4 is adsorbed on V atoms of these VmSn clusters in
the first step of the reaction. The lowest energy structures of the
association products V1,2S1�3C2H4 (shown in Figure 6) also
indicate that the ethylene connects with V1,2S1�3 through V atoms.
These results suggest that the V atoms of the catalytic VmSn
clusters are the active sites for adsorption of ethylene. In the
experimental results (Table 1), ethylene association products are
observed on sulfur poor VmSn clusters, such as VS, VS2, V2S,
V2S2, and so on, but are not observed on sulfur rich clusters, such
as VS4, VS5, V2S6, and so on. Two possible explanations can
rationalize these results. First, steric effects due to many S atoms
bonding to V atoms in sulfur rich VmSn clusters can result in
reduced binding of ethylene to V. In other words, the collision
probability of ethylene with V atoms will decrease with the
increase of the number of S atoms bonding to the V atoms,
yielding C2H4 association products more difficult to form on the
sulfur rich VmSn clusters. Second, the binding energy of ethylene
with sulfur-rich clusters becomes small: for example, the calcu-
lated binding energy (∼0.7 eV) of C2H4 with VS4 is less than that
with VS1�3 (∼1.0 eV, Figure 6). According to the classical Rice-
Ramsberger-Kassel-Markus (RRKM) theory, kdissociation = (1 -
Ebind/E)

s-1, in which Eactivation is replaced by Ebind, the binding
energy of (VSnC2H4), and s is the number of modes for the
cluster, a lower binding energy implies a faster dissociation rate
constant and thus a shorter lifetime for the metastable initial
association intermediate (VSnC2H4*). The VS4C2H4* would
more easily fall apart (VS4 + C2H4) if no further reactions
and/or collisions could remove its excess energy. The above
analysis suggests that the additional S atoms surrounding V atoms
will reduce the availability and stability of the active V-ethylene
intermediates.
After C2H4 molecules adsorb on catalytic VmSn clusters, the

next step of the hydrogenation reaction is H2 molecule attack on

Figure 6. DFT optimized geometries of association products
MV1,2S1�3C2H4. Two types of geometry configurations (π and σ) are
presented. For each cluster, only the lowest energy structure with spin
multiplicity (M) is listed. The value in eV below the geometry is the zero-
point vibrational energy corrected binding energies (the BSSE correc-
tions are ignored as less than 10%). The C�C and V�C bond length
values in Å are given.

Figure 7. Spin density profiles for MVS1�3C2H4 and MV2S2C2H4

clusters. The superscript M indicates the spin multiplicity.
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the VmSnC2H4 cluster. Two different mechanisms for H2 mole-
cule dissociation on VmSnC2H4 can be found from the PESs
calculation results (see Figures 3�5). From the spin density pro-
files for VS1,2C2H4 and V2S2C2H4 in Figure 7, unpaired electrons
are mostly localized on the V site, which is the most active site in
the VS1,2C2H4 and V2S2C2H4 clusters: the H2 molecule can thus
be adsorbed to these active V atoms of VS1,2C2H4 and V2S2C2H4

clusters as given for reaction pathways presented in Figures 3
and 5. Then the H�H bond of the adsorbed H2 ruptures: one of
the H atom stays at the V atom site and forms a �VH group,
and the other H atom transfers to an S atom and forms a �SH
group. The reaction mechanism on the VS3 cluster is different
(Figure 4): the hydrogen molecule attaches to VS3C2H4, and the
H�H bond ruptures with a small barrier (∼0.1 eV) to form
two�SH groups on the S active sites directly. For the VS3C2H4

cluster, the electrons are mostly localized on the S sites, as seen in
the spin density profiles presented in Figure 7c. Although an
approximate 0.1 eV barrier for breaking the H�H bond of H2

directly on two adjacent sulfur atoms is present, this reaction is a
reasonable one in the fast flow reactor based on thermodynamic
considerations, taking into account DFT calculational uncertain-
ties (about 0.2 eV); however, a higher barrier implies the reaction
will be slower and thus the related product signal is weaker. From
the experimental observations in Figure 2b, the intensity ratio
of mass peak VS2C2H6 to VS2C2H4 is about 32%, whereas the
ratio for VS3C2H6 to VS3C2H4 is only about 9%. The deduction
from the calculation results is in good agreement with the experi-
mental results.
In summary, our calculational and experimental results in-

dicate that V atoms of catalytic VmSn clusters are the active sites
for holding C2H4 molecules during the C2H4 hydrogenation reac-
tion process; the H�H bond of H2 molecule can either rupture
after hydrogen absorption on active V sites or rupture directly on
active S sites. The H2 molecule is more easily dissociated on active
V sites than on active S sites. The hydrogen atoms of either�VH
and�SH groups can then transfer to ethylene to yield ethane in a
stepwise process.
C. Understanding of the Condensed Phase Hydrogena-

tion Reaction of Ethylene at a Molecular Level. A general
hydrogenation mechanism by which ethylene is absorbed on a
metal surface and hydrogenated by gas phase H2 has been widely
accepted for ethylene hydrogenation over metal surface.27 The
C2H4 hydrogenation mechanism on the vanadium sulfide surface,

however, has not been proposed previously. Studies for hydro-
genation reactions of ethylene catalyzed by neutral vanadium
sulfide clusters in the gas phase can aid in the understanding of
the related condensed phase catalysis reaction at a molecular level.
Catalytic clusters in gas phase can be seen as a good model sys-
tem for the active moiety that exists on a catalyst surface. Thereby,
a catalytic cycle for C2H4 hydrogenation on vanadium sulfide sur-
faces can be proposed, and is presented in Figure 8. This proposal
is offered based on experimental and calculational results presented
in Figures 2�5 and Table 1.
This suggested mechanism generally parallels that proposed

byHoriuti and Polanyi for the reaction on a cleanmetal surface;27

however, the cluster-based mechanism presents more important
information about active sites on the catalytic surface. Compared
to themechanism proposed on themetal surface, this mechanism
indicates that the C2H4 molecule adsorbs on the V site and reacts
step by step with H atoms, which can be bound to either the V or
the S site on the vanadium sulfide surface. The mechanism sug-
gested from metal surface studies cannot supply the details of
active sites on the catalytic surface.
We suggest that the V sites can be the active sites for neutral

vanadium sulfide clusters to adsorb C2H4. The ethylene can
either connect with one V site through itsπ orbital or form two σ
bonds with two neighboring V sites (metal�metal bonding is
also evident in condensed phase vanadium sulfides64). An H2

molecule can either dissociate after attaching to an active V site or
dissociate directly on active S sites. As discussed above, the dis-
sociation of an H2 molecule is also available through the multiple
cluster molecule collision reactions. Because one catalytic cluster
in the gas phase can represent an active moiety on the catalyst
surface, the multiple cluster molecule collision reaction mechan-
ism suggests that the rupture of the H�H bond of H2 on two
adjacent active moieties is a possible reaction process on catalytic
surfaces: the H atoms, bonded to either a V or S site, can transfer
stepwise to C2H4. Through an ethyl intermediate species, which
bonds to an active V site, the ethane molecule can be formed and
desorbed to the gas phase with the catalytic vanadium sulfide
surface unchanged. The catalytic cycle (depicted in Figure 8) can
give a more clear idea of vanadium sulfide catalyst surface
behavior and, therefore, can help to understand the hetero-
geneous catalytic reactionmechanism on the condensed phase
catalyst surface.

Figure 8. Proposed full catalytic cycle for the C2H4 hydrogenation reaction on a vanadium sulfide surface based on the calculations for the
hydrogenation reaction of C2H4 on VS1�3 and V2S2 clusters.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The hydrogenation reactions of C2H4 on neutral vanadium
sulfide clusters are investigated by time-of-flight mass spectro-
metry employing 118 nm single photon ionization and DFT
calculations. We find that the hydrogenation reactions of C2H4

are thermodynamically available on VmSn (m = 1, n = 1�3;m = 2,
n = 1�5) clusters. The V atoms are the active sites for these VmSn
clusters to attach a C2H4 molecule. Two types of association
products for ethylene on active V sites of catalytic VmSn clusters
are determined by DFT calculations. The C2H4 can connect with
the active V atom through its π orbital or form a σ bond with
active V atoms. Both π and σ associated ethylene can be hydro-
genated with H2 on catalytic VmSn clusters. PESs are calculated
for hydrogenation reactions of C2H4 on the VS1�3, V2S2 clusters.
The H2 molecule is predicted to be adsorbed on the V sites of
VS1,2C2H4 and V2S2C2H4 clusters and dissociate to form �VH
and�SH groups. On the VS3C2H4 cluster, theH�Hbond of the
H2 molecule ruptures directly on two adjacent S sites and forms
�SH groups. Theoretical calculations suggest that the reaction of
the H2 molecule on the VmSnC2H4 cluster is associated with
electron density localized on different active sites. Sufficient elec-
tron spin density on V or S atoms is responsible for the adsorp-
tion or dissociation of H2. The H atoms of �VH and �SH
groups transfer to C2H4 step by step. The ethanemolecule can be
formed through an ethyl intermediate species which bonds to an
active V site, and desorbs to the gas phase with the catalytic VmSn
cluster unchanged. Additionally, all reactions are estimated as
overall barrierless or with a small barrier (∼0.1 eV), in thermo-
dynamically favorable processes. A catalytic cycle for the hydro-
genation reaction of C2H4 on a condensed phase vanadium
sulfide catalyst surface is proposed based on the present gas phase
cluster experimental and theoretical studies. The exposed V sites
on a vanadium sulfide catalyst surface are suggested to be im-
portant for holding the C2H4 and H2 molecules; S sites near an
active V site are responsible for breaking the H�H bond of the
adsorbed H2 molecule.
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